Archers Anarchists Quiz Questions 3 April 2020
ROUND 1
Questions
1. What is the name of Peggoi’s latest Terror Cat?
2. Who said “I find it very difficult to talk about myself”?
3. What was the name of the elderly and, on the basis of the law, innocent man who caused
Jim such anguish and whose name seemed to be known to half the village?
4. Who was the hit and run driver who nearly killed Matt Crawford and kept schtum while
everyone else was getting the blame?
5. What is Jazzer’s surname?
6. What is the name of the elderly and silent lady whose approach was always indicated by
the scrape of her walking frame? As far as we know she is still alive at the ripe old age of
150.
7. You have a 50% chance of getting this correct. Is Coriander a goat or a person?
8. After a lengthy and phoney period of consultation, the Bank of Peggoi gave away a chunk
of wonga to support a project led (and I use the term loosely) by her Great Granddaughter.
It was of course heading for the rocks until it was rescued by whose intervention?
9. What was the name of the peacock murdered by Ken Ton in yet another hit and run?
10. Where would you go in the unlikely event you wanted to catch E-Coli?

ROUND 2
11. Where is Christine Boreford?
12. What are the names of the Button sisters?
13. Who was Deevid’s paternal Grandfather?
14. From what essential and valuable commodity did Ruth’s Father make his fortune?
15. In the good old days of Lord Reith women did not have periods and they certainly did not
appear in Ambridge. Nowadays they are often to be discussed. Who is the most recent
non resident to have hers under scrutiny?
16. Who pretended he was an artist in order to get into an octogenarian’s knickers?
17. In yet another Hit and Run “accident” Bill was run over. Who was at the wheel?
18. Who was the unwelcome Guest at Christmas last year at Bridge Farm who was treated so
badly by Tom?
19. Who is Natasha’s true love?
20. In the Romeo & Juliet like battle between the Monties and the Herefords, where do each
reside?

ROUND 3
21. Who jilted Gavin and missed out on a very tacky wedding?
22. What is the estate where Emma aspired to live before descending to her rightful place?
23. Who said, just three days ago, in complete flagrant defiance of Government instructions “a
few of us are getting together in the pub”?
24. Who was the braincell behind “Hidden Lower Loxley”?
25. What is the first name of Mr Jones?
26. What is the name of Kate’s struggling enterprise?
27. Who is the Chef at the Bee?
28. Cooking standards have gone up in recent months at Gay Gables, who is the chef there?
29. Who was famously sick in a piano at the Bee?
30. You can only ever have one builder in Ambridge. Who was the predecessor of the current
rogue?
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Hilda Ogden
Shulugh
Harold Jaston
Nauseous Nic
McCreary
Mrs Potter
Justin Eliott
Snell daughter
Eccles
Bridge Farm
In the Laurels
Molly & Tilly
Dan
Bogrolls
Meercat
Lecherous Leonard
Brine Aldridge
Joy Horville
Trevor
Bridge Farm and Brookfield respectively
Kelly
Beechwood
Shulugh
Freddie
Russ
Spiritual Homes
Wayne Tucson
Hugh
Eddie Grundy
Jason

